Connexin43 (Cx43) is a major determinant of the electrical properties of the myocardium. Closure of gap junctions causes rapid slowing of propagation velocity (), but the precise effect of a reduction in Cx43 levels due to genetic manipulation has only partially been clarified. In this study, morphological and electrical properties of synthetic strands of cultured neonatal ventricular myocytes from Cx43 ϩ/ϩ (wild type, WT) and Cx ϩ/Ϫ (heterozygote, HZ) mice were compared. Quantitative immunofluorescence analysis of Cx43 demonstrated a 43% reduction of Cx43 expression in the HZ versus WT mice. Cell dimensions, connectivity, and alignment were independent of genotype. Measurement of electrical properties by microelectrodes and optical mapping showed no differences in action potential amplitude or minimum diastolic potential between WT and HZ. However, maximal upstroke velocity of the transmembrane action potential, dV/dt max , was increased and action potential duration was reduced in HZ versus WT. was similar in the two genotypes. Computer simulation of propagation and dV/dt max showed a relatively small dependence of on gap junction coupling, thus explaining the lack of observed differences in between WT and HZ. Importantly, the simulations suggested that the difference in dV/dt max is due to an upregulation of I Na in HZ versus WT. Thus, heterozygote-null mutation of Cx43 produces a complex electrical phenotype in synthetic strands that is characterized by both changes in ion channel function and cell-to-cell coupling. The lack of changes in in this tissue is explained by the dominating role of myoplasmic resistance and the compensatory increase of dV/dt max . (Circ Res. 2003;92:1209-1216.) 
P ropagation of the cardiac impulse is a complex process that depends on the active electrical properties of myocyte membranes and the passive properties of the cellular network. The connexin proteins form the electrical connections between myocytes, and are therefore important determinants of the myocardial electrical properties. The most abundant connexin in ventricular myocardium of both mice and humans is connexin43 (Cx43). 1 The overall electrical conductance between cardiac cells can be changed in two basic ways: (1) by affecting gap junctional conductance (drugs 2,3 and myocardial ischemia 4 ), or (2) by changing connexin expression. 5 Computer simulations 6 and experimental studies 7 have shown that a large reduction in gap junctional conductance can result in reduction of to values of a few centimeters per second, an extreme degree of slowing that cannot be achieved with suppression of current flow through ion channels. 8 More moderate changes in gap junctional conductance due to a change of connexin expression have been shown to occur in ventricular hypertrophy and failure 9, 10 and after application of mediators of hypertrophy 11 and mechanical stretch. 12 Mice with a targeted deletion of Cx43 have reduced expression of this protein in vivo. 13 Cx43-null mice (Cx43 Ϫ/Ϫ ) have major cardiac abnormalities and die soon after birth. 14, 15 Heterozygotes (Cx43 ϩ/Ϫ , HZ) have a normal macroscopic cardiac morphology, an approximately 50% decrease in Cx43 expression, 16 -20 survive, and are able to breed. No differences in active membrane properties between HZ and wild-type (WT) littermates have been observed in cells isolated from adult mice. 17 However, a difference in occurrence of arrhythmias during acute myocardial ischemia indicated at least concealed differences in function between WT and HZ. 21 Propagation velocity, , in HZ mice was measured in intact ventricle with conflicting results. Three studies revealed a significantly lower average and a widening of the QRS complex in HZ versus WT mice, 16, 17, 19 and two studies showed no changes in . 18, 20 An indication that the relationship between genetic manipulation of Cx43 expression and conduction velocity change might be complex was also given by observations in conditional knockout (CKO) mice with marked, heart-specific deletion of Cx43. These mice had an increased incidence of arrhythmias and sudden death only 2 months after birth, and showed no previous major signs of mechanical or electrical dysfunction, despite the marked changes in cell-to-cell connections. 22 The aim of the present study was to study the changes in connexin expression in HZ versus WT mice with Cx43 deletion, and the consequences of such deletion for electrical function in synthetic murine myocyte strands at the cellular level of resolution. In such a way, several parameters, which might affect conduction velocity, could be measured and introduced into a computer model to elucidate the complex functional relationships among the experimentally determined parameters.
Materials and Methods

Cell Cultures
The technique used for patterned growth of neonatal mouse ventricular myocytes has previously been described. 23 The genotypes of all mice were determined by polymerase chain reaction using protocols modified from those of Reaume et al. 14 The cell suspensions were then preplated to eliminate fibroblasts and seeded on prepared coverslips to produce patterned growth. Myocytes were grown in 1-cm-long growth channels of 3 widths (100, 80, and 60 m) as a dense continuous monolayer of anisotropically arranged cells. 23, 24 A total of 114 mice were used for 14 culture preparations. In addition, control experiments assessing Cx45 immunofluorescence were made in cultures from mice hearts (Jackson Labs, Bar Harbor, Maine) excised at embryonic day 20 (E20). The study complied with the ethical principles described by the Swiss Academy of Medical Science and institutional guidelines were observed.
Electrophysiological Measurements and Analysis of Propagation
The technique of multiple site optical recording of transmembrane potential, the staining of cell cultures with the voltage-sensitive dye RH237, the construction of isochronal maps, and the determination of have been described in detail elsewhere. [23] [24] [25] For measurement of both individual action potentials and , the cultures were stimulated Ͼ1 mm from the recording site within a strand (cycle length 500 ms, rectangular pulse of 5 ms duration).
Microelectrode measurements were performed to calibrate the action potential amplitude of the optical recordings and to measure action potentials as described previously. 23
Immunohistochemistry and Confocal Microscopy
Fixation of cultures and immunostaining for Cx43 and Cx45, including all immunostaining procedures, such as controls for nonspecific binding, have been described in detail in previous reports. 13, 23, 26 Also, the details of the morphological analysis to determine cell size, cell length, and angle of alignment have been published previously. 23, 24, 27 
Computer Simulation of Propagation and the Mean Maximal Upstroke Velocity of the Transmembrane Action Potential, dV/dt max
The process of cardiac impulse propagation was simulated in chains of 181 cells in length, using the modification of the Luo-Rudy model cells described by Faber. 28, 29 First, propagation was simulated to match the results ( and dV/dt max ) of the WT mice by adapting gap junctional conductance and the maximal conductance of the Na ϩ current. Subsequently, a match was made to the values observed in HZ mice. Whereas the surface-to-volume ratio of the cylindrical model cell was left unchanged, the cells were reduced in size to a length of 40 m and a diameter of 10 m. For WT and HZ mice, a fit to the experimental values was obtained with a cytoplasmic resistivity of 124 ⍀cm, which is close to experimentally determined values. 30 
Statistical Analysis
The Student's t test was used for morphological comparisons between the two genotypes. The Student's t test and multiple regression were used to determine the effect of genotype on dV/dt max and . Significances between multiple groups were determined using ANOVA. Continuous variables are expressed as meanϮSD.
An expanded Materials and Methods section can be found in the online data supplement available at http://www.circresaha.org.
Results
Cell Dimensions
Computer simulations have recently demonstrated that cell dimensions are important parameters affecting velocity and the shape of the action potential during propagation. 31 Therefore, cell length, cell width, angle of cell alignment, and connectivity were determined in growth channels of different widths in both WT and HZ mice. The morphometric parameters were all closely similar to wild-type synthetic mice strands with a different genetic background (ddY mice). 23 Average cell width in WT 80-m strands was 13.8Ϯ1.9 m, and average cell length was 35.7Ϯ4.0 m (42% of the length and 99% of the width of adult murine WT ventricular cardiomyocytes). There were no statistically significant differences between WT and HZ myocytes.
An expanded Cell Dimensions section can be found in the online data supplement available at http://www.circresaha.org.
Expression of Connexin43 in HZ Versus WT Synthetic Myocyte Strands
Cx43 immunoreactive signal in mouse myocytes in strands was analyzed by quantitative confocal microscopy. Figure 1 shows representative confocal images of immunostained strands from WT and HZ mice. In all cases, the Cx43 signal appeared as discrete spots of high-intensity signal distributed regularly around the cell perimeter. This pattern is identical to the pattern from synthetic mice strands of "ddY" genetic background and from rat synthetic strands. 23 Table 1 shows the results of quantitative analysis of the amount of Cx43 immunoreactive signal. There was a consistent difference in Cx43 expression in all experiments. Fluorescent labeling of Cx43 was 43% lower in HZ than in littermate WT. This reduction in expression of Cx43 was due to a reduction in gap junction numbers. The mean size of individual gap junctions was unchanged. Moreover, expression of Cx43 was independent of strand width in both genotypes. Control experiments in synthetic strands assessing Cx45 fluorescence at E20 revealed a significant 58% (PϽ0.01) decrease in HZ (0.39% cell area, nϭ12) versus WT (0.75% cell area, nϭ9). This is in close accordance with recent Cx45 determinations in adult animals. 26 
Electrical Properties of Synthetic Cardiac Myocyte Strands
An isochronal map constructed from optical recordings of the transmembrane potential upstrokes obtained from a culture of HZ mouse myocytes is shown in Figure 2 . In this particular experiment, longitudinal along a 60-m wide strand was 52 cm/s. Statistical analysis of obtained from isochronal maps in both genotypes demonstrated no significant differences between the WT and HZ genotypes. Thus, was 46.6Ϯ13cm/s in the WT group (nϭ79, different strands) and 45.0Ϯ12cm/s in the HZ group (nϭ104, different strands). The confidence intervals of 2.9 cm/s (WT) and 2.2 cm/s (HZ) indicated that differences in of Ͼ6 cm/s would be detectable with this method. In contrast to this finding, the upstroke velocity of the optically recorded transmembrane action potential (dV/dt max ) was significantly higher in the heterozygote group (173Ϯ28% APA/s versus 157Ϯ27% APA/s/s; PϽ0.0005, Table 2 ).
Microelectrode measurements of transmembrane action potentials ( Figure 3 ) were performed to compare the action potential amplitude between HZ and WT cultures and to assess the time course of repolarization. This comparison was necessary for the interpretation of optical recordings of dV/dt max because the fluorescence change of voltage-sensitive dyes yields only a relative change in transmembrane voltage. 32 The measurements obtained with microelectrode recordings are shown in Table 2 . Action potential amplitude and minimum diastolic potential were independent of genotype, and close to 100 mV and Ϫ70 mV, respectively. This is very close to values from ddY-WT mice and to rat synthetic strands. 23, 24 In accordance with the optical recordings, the dV/dt max in the heterozygote group was 14% higher than that of the wild-type mice. In contrast to the optical measurements, this difference was not statistically significant, probably because of the small number. The difference in action potential duration illustrated in Figure 3 was due to a relative shortening of the late phase of repolarization (APD 90%; see Table 2 ) in the HZ strands.
Computer Simulation of Propagation
Propagation is a complex process involving a number of interdependent variables such as cell size and dimension, cell-to-cell coupling, and flow through ion channels. Therefore, computer simulations were performed to assess the relative contributions of these variables to and dV/dt max .
Comparison of the changes in dV/dt max as a function of is shown in Figure 4 . Each point on the "dV/dt max versus '" plane corresponds to a given combination of a maximal I Na conductance value with a lumped resistance value of the intracellular space, r lumped , whereby r lumped corresponds to the series resistance per unit length formed by the myoplasmic and junctional resistances (r lumped ϭr myoplasmic ϩr junctional ). For the observed fit with the experimental mean values in WT mice, the r lumped of 203ϫ10 3 ⍀/cm was composed of 78% r myoplasmic and 22% r junctional . To calculate the effect of the measured effect of a 43% reduction in gap junction expression in HZ mice, it was first assumed that the reduction in expression was followed by a corresponding increase in r junctional . Because of the relatively large contribution of the r myoplasmic , r lumped increased by only 16%, from 203ϫ10 3 to 235ϫ10 3 ⍀/cm. At a constant contribution of I Na , this produced a relatively small reduction in , from 46.6 to 43.2 cm/s. Thus, the decrease in , even in absence of any change in dV/dt max , was below 4 cm/s and would probably not have been detected by our method. Because the morphometric analysis showed an almost 2-fold increase of cell length in adult versus neonatal myocytes, we computed the effect of changing cell length, l, on conduction velocity at a given value of junctional resistance. Increasing l not only increased, as expected, conduction velocity but it also minimized the effect of reduction in gap junction expression on , as illustrated on Figure 4B .
The simulated increase of dV/dt max caused by the increase in r lumped was negligible. The fit to the experimentally observed values of dV/dt max in HZ mice required a 12% increase of I Na in the simulations ( Figure 4B ). Figure 1 . Immunofluorescent staining of connexin43 in synthetic strands of neonatal murine ventricular myocytes composed of WT and HZ myocytes. Lower density of gap junctions in B corresponds to an average reduction of 43% in HZ vs WT strands (see also Table 1 ).
Discussion
As major findings, this work shows that (1) neonatal mice cardiomyocytes with heterozygote null mutation of Cx43 have an average reduction of 43% in expressed levels of Cx43 gap junction protein, (2) the reduction in Cx43 is not followed by a significant reduction in , and (3) the significant increase in dV/dt max of the upstroke of the transmembrane action potential suggests an upregulation of I Na .
Reduction in Cx43 Protein in Synthetic Strands of Genetically Modified Mice and Reduction in Cell Size
Previous comparison of changes in immunofluorescence of Cx43 with electron-microscopic measurements of gap junction size and numbers have shown a close correlation, suggesting that immunofluorescence analysis in ventricular myocytes provides a reliable measure of connexin43 location in gap junctions and the number and relative size of these junctions. 13 Moreover, all studies performed with mice harboring a null mutation of the Cx43 gene have suggested a reduction of connexin expression and/or in electrical cell-to-cell coupling. 16 -18,22,33 Immunohistochemical staining of Cx43 located in the gap junctions in the adult mouse heart has shown a reduction of Cx43 expression by 45%, 16 a value closely similar to the 43% reduction in our synthetic strands. Also, the absolute values of Cx43 signal were similar in both studies. These observations show that there is no difference between neonatal and adult myocytes in the reduction of Cx43 expression caused by a null allele. In control experiments, we assessed coexpression of connexin 45 (Cx45) in WT and HZ animals. In accordance with results in adult mice, 26 there was a significant concomitant decrease in Cx45 immunofluorescence in HZ versus WT animals. As a consequence, an upregulation of Cx45 in the HZ Cx43 animals can be excluded as a compensatory mechanism to maintain intercellular communication.
Relation Between Cx43 Reduction, Cell-to-Cell Coupling, and Changes in Propagation Velocity
Propagation velocity measurements in HZ Cx43 mice performed with optical mapping have shown variable results. Thus, the absolute values in the longitudinal direction of the cardiac fiber axes in mice were approximately 30 cm/s in the first study 17 (measured at 31°C), whereas they amounted to Ն55 cm/s in further studies. 16, 18 Moreover, two of these studies showed a decrease of in the HZ group, 16, 17 whereas another study did not detect any difference in between the WT and the HZ hearts. 18 Also, measurements of in embryonic hearts failed to detect a difference between HZ and WT animals. 20 A recent study measuring in mice with cardiac-specific homozygote conditional knockout (CKO) mice (Cx43 Ϫ/Ϫ ) showed that an almost complete absence of Cx43 (reduction to 5% of normal) was accompanied by normal mechanical heart function immediately after birth with only a Ϸ50% decrease in longitudinal . 22 In the present study performed with optical mapping techniques at the cellular level, some problems related to measurements in whole hearts, such as virtual electrode effects 34 during point stimulation and curvature effects, 35 were avoided. The high sampling rate (Ͻ50 s) and high spatial resolution (15 m) enabled the measurement of the action potential upstroke with high accuracy. 25 Our findings of no difference in between the WT and the HZ groups are in accordance with the results of Morley et al 18 16 It is possible that the controversial results in the measurements of observed in whole mice hearts may relate to some of the methodological difficulties discussed, 16 which were avoided with our technique.
The simulations took account of the cell dimensions observed in neonatal mice and assumed that the decrease in immunofluorescence observed in the HZ group was followed by a corresponding decrease in cell-to-cell conductance. A fit to both dV/dt max and in the WT and the HZ group was obtained with the assumption of a myoplasmic resistivity of R myoplasmic ϭ124 ⍀cm, a value that was well in the range of experimental measurements in rabbit ventricular myocardium. 30 As a first result, the simulation study showed that a 43% decrease in cell-to-cell coupling alone leads to a small increase of 16% in the lumped intracellular resistance and to a concomitant decrease of conduction velocity by only 7%. This is at the limit of detection with high-resolution optical mapping. This very small dependence of on the change in connexin expression can be explained by the fact that r lumped , which corresponds to the sum of r myoplasmic and r junctional , was mainly determined by r myoplasmic . Interestingly, our simulation studies also suggest that the seeming discrepancy between the marked reduction in Cx43 expression (average 95%) and the moderate reduction in (50%) 22 in CKO mice may in fact be due to the relatively large contribution of r myoplasmic to . Although the nonhomogenous distribution of residual Cx43 in the CKO mice differs from the homogenous arrangement of r junctional in our model, computation using our model yields a very similar result (55% decrease in for a 95% decrease in cell-to-cell coupling).
A recent simulation of continuous and discontinuous propagation at a cellular level has shown that cell length, in addition to the pattern of gap junction distribution, is a major determinant of . 31 In the case of continuous conduction, this dependence is due to the increase in density of gap junctions along the axis of propagation with decreasing cell length. The dependence of the relationship between gap junction expression and on cell length, as shown on Figure 4B , may explain the observation that longitudinal in the normal adult mouse heart is faster (between 58 and 67 cm/s 16, 22 ) than in the MDP indicates maximal diastolic potential; APA, action potential amplitude; APD, action potential duration; and dV/dt max , maximal upstroke velocity of the transmembrane action potential in V/s (electrical recordings) or percent action potential amplitude/s (optical recordings). 1% APA/s corresponds to 1 V/s at an APA of 100 mV. indicates propagation velocity in cm/s. P values related to difference between WT and HZ. All data are meanϮSD. NS indicates not significant.
Figure 3.
Microelectrode recordings of transmembrane action potentials from cells within the synthetic strands in WT and HZ mice. Action potentials are identical at this recording speed with exception of the repolarization phase that is significantly shorter in HZ mice at APD90 (see also Table 2 ). synthetic murine strands. Thus, measurements taken from histological sections of adult hearts of either genotype revealed that the cell length of adult mice is about twice the average length of the neonatal myocytes in the narrow synthetic strands. Inversely, theory predicts that the difference in between WT and HZ mice decrease with increasing cell length and conduction velocity, because the gap junctional resistance contributes less to r lumped per unit length.
In recent studies, a change in was consistently observed in isotropic rat myocyte cultures on application of dibutyryl cAMP, 11 acute pulsatile stretch, 12 and vascular endothelial growth factor. 36 The calculated close correlation between the changes in gap junction expression and in in those studies was based on computations in linear cell strands 8 and experiments in rats, 25 showing that about 50% of the conduction delay is located at the gap junction and 50% in the cytoplasm. These studies and the present work underline the importance of the relative contributions of gap junctional resistance and cytoplasmic resistance to the process of propagation, which may vary among species. Moreover, they suggest that the change in gap junction expression in the studies performed with rat neonatal myocyte cultures and in the present study are followed by a proportional change in average r junctional .
The Shape of the Transmembrane Action Potential and Changes in Cell-to-Cell Coupling
The dependence of the shape of the transmembrane action potential upstroke on propagation is related to the discontinuous nature of the cardiac propagation process, and therefore, is expected to vary with the degree of discontinuity. During propagation in simulated cell chains of guinea pig ventricular myocytes (cell length 100 m), the dependence of average dV/dt max on cell-to-cell coupling over the range of normal coupling conductance was very small, but dV/dt max increased with advanced cell-to-cell uncoupling, reflecting the increasing degree of discontinuity. 6, 8 A corresponding result was obtained in a study where the degree of coupling was left constant but the cell size was varied in order to modify the degree of discontinuity. 31 This indicates that negligible changes of dV/dt max are expected to occur with moderate changes of cell-to-cell coupling (Ͻ10-fold) in tissue with continuous conduction properties such as synthetic cell strands, an expectation that was confirmed by our simulations ( Figure 4A ).
In the experimental part of our study, a significantly higher dV/dt max was observed in the HZ than in the WT mice. In the simulations, the data fit to the values in the HZ group (Table  2) was made with the assumption that the sodium inward current, I Na , is the dominant ion charge carrier during the action potential upstroke and implied an upregulation of I Na by 12%. Theoretically, one might argue that voltage clamp experiments would furnish the ultimate proof for a difference in I Na . However, because previous recordings of I Na in single murine myocytes from HZ and WT hearts showed a variability (standard deviations of 22% in HZ and 43% in WT 37 ), which exceeded the expected change by almost 2-fold or more, direct recordings of I Na were not repeated. Alternatively, other ion currents might also have caused the small increase in upstroke velocity in HZ animals, and a charge contribution of Ca 2ϩ via the L-type Ca 2ϩ channel cannot be ruled out.
A further significant change in action potential shape was related to action potential shortening in the HZ versus WT mice. There is no general rule predicting whether a change in cell-to-cell coupling leads to a shortening or a lengthening of the action potential. In tissue with simulated heterogenous distribution of intrinsic action potential duration, cell-to-cell Figure 4 . A, Simulation of the relationship between dV/dt max of the action potential upstroke and conduction velocity in a myocyte strand having a cell length of 40 m. Bold dashed lines cross at a point in the "dV/dt max velocity phase space" that corresponds to the experimental data in the WT strands. Simulating conduction without changing I Na , but with a 43% reduction of Cx43 expression yields an almost unchanged dV/dt max , at a velocity of 43.2 cm/s (crossing of the bold horizontal dotted line with the oblique bold solid line). A fit to the experimentally determined HZ values (crossing of the bold solid lines) is only possible by an upregulation of I Na by 12%. B, Simulation of the effect of cell length, l, on conduction velocity, , in WT murine synthetic strands (top curve) and HZ strands (bottom curve). Simulation was initiated from the fit to the experimental data at lϭ40 m. Note that increasing l has two effects: it increases and it reduces the effects of a difference in Cx43 expression between WT and HZ.
uncoupling canceled the averaging effect of electrotonic interaction, and rendered the local action potentials either longer or shorter according to their intrinsic APD. 38 In a cell chain with a homogenous intrinsic APD, simulation of cell-to-cell uncoupling had no effect on APD (J. Kucera and Y. Rudy, unpublished data, 2003) . Thus, the finding of overall APD shortening (Figure 3 ) in the HZ synthetic strands suggests that remodeling of one or more repolarizing membrane currents has taken place, similar to the finding of a change in a depolarizing current during the action potential upstroke.
Why Are Mice With Reduced Expression of Cx43 Arrhythmogenic?
The lack of detectable changes in propagation velocity in this work on an almost 50% reduction in gap junction expression raises the question about the mechanisms of arrhythmias in mice with null mutations of Cx43. The CKO mice with 95% reduction of Cx43 showed almost normal ventricular function after birth and had died suddenly from arrhythmias only by 8 weeks of age. 22 The HZ mice used in this study showed an increased incidence of arrhythmias during myocardial ischemia. 21 Our experimental and theoretical results suggest that the mere change in is unlikely to be the major factor in arrhythmogenesis. Two other potential mechanisms might be envisaged (1) Whereas in linear and continuous tissue is relatively insensitive to changes in cell-to-cell coupling, small changes in coupling and intermediate stages of uncoupling can markedly affect formation of unidirectional block at sites of tissue discontinuities (eg, observed with development of fibrosis). 39, 40 (2) As suggested by this study, the change in phenotype after a single, specific null mutation of Cx43 is complex and may involve remodeling of ion channels as well, which might contribute to initiation of arrhythmias in Cx43 ϩ/Ϫ mice.
